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Abstract

In an ad hoc wireless network� mobile hosts are act	
ing as routers and the network topology is constantly
changing due to node mobility� The disruptions can
cause serious degradation for real	time session� This
paper describes a new protocol� the Flow Oriented
Routing Protocol 
FORP�� for routing real	time IPv�
ows 
e�g�� voice and data� in highly mobile ad hoc
wireless networks� A new concept called �multi	hop
hando�� is introduced to anticipate topological changes
and perform rerouting� thus limiting the disruption of
a ow due to the changing topology� The performance
of the proposed scheme is compared to other routing
approaches�

� Introduction

An ad hoc wireless network di�ers from a conventional
cellular wireless network in that it does not have a �xed
infrastructure� An ad hoc network is used in situations
such as emergency disaster relief� law enforcement� or
fast deployment of military units in unpopulated areas�
Since real	time applications like voice and video are im	
portant in mobile network environments� it is critical
to be able to support these types of tra�c in ad hoc
wireless networks� Due to the dynamic nature of the
topology� it is di�cult to provide disruption free ser	
vice for real	time connections� Since real	time packets
can be dropped when topology is changing rapidly� it is
crucial to minimize the e�ect of topology changes�

IPv� 
Internet Protocol Version �� ��� is the network
layer protocol for the Internet that will eventually re	
place the existing IPv�� An improvement of IPv� over
IPv� is the capability to support QoS 
Quality of Ser	
vice� for real	time ows� This improvement is accom	
plished by using the ow label �eld in IPv� headers ����
When a packet arrives at a router� it is processed cor	
responding to the QoS that was reserved for the ow�

Since IP is designed for stationary hosts in the In	
ternet� Mobile IP ���� and Mobile IPv� ���� protocol

extensions have been proposed for the mobile� wireless
environment� However� both protocols only consider
the single	hop wireless case where the mobility patterns
are relatively simple� In an ad hoc wireless environment
the mobile host and the intermediate hosts all exhibit
mobility� whereas in a single	hop wireless environment�
only the end hosts are mobile�

In an ad hoc environment� the routing protocol
must keep up with the changing topology without over	
burdening the network with excessive overhead� Var	
ious routing schemes have been proposed including
Destination	Sequenced Distance Vector 
DSDV� rout	
ing protocol ����� Ad Hoc On	Demand Distance Vec	
tor 
AODV� protocol ����� Lightweight Mobile Routing

LMR� protocol ���� Wireless Routing Protocol 
WRP�
����� Dynamic Source Routing 
DSR� protocol �����
Temporally	Ordered Routing Algorithm 
TORA� �����
Zone Routing Protocol 
ZRP� ���� Associativity	Based
Routing 
ABR� protocol ����� and Core	Extraction Dis	
tributed Ad hoc Routing algorithm 
CEDAR� �����

The current MANET routing algorithms do not ad	
dress real	time tra�c support over an ad hoc environ	
ment ���� Moreover� none of the MANET protocols per	
forms rerouting in advance of topology changes� Dur	
ing the period of route reconstruction� real	time packets
can be dropped�

In this paper� we propose a scheme which uses the
mobility information obtained from the mobiles to pre	
dict topological changes in order to perform a route
rebuild for the ow prior to a change� a concept we re	
fer to as �multi	hop hando��� Our goal is to minimize
disruptions of real	time sessions due to mobility�

Note that in an ad hoc network� the loss of packets
will cause signi�cant throughput degradation even for
non real	time data such as TCP tra�c� Such a situa	
tion is described in ���� We only focus on real	time ows
in this paper� However� the concept of our scheme can
still be applied to non real	time data�

This paper is organized as follows� an introduction
of the proposed scheme is given in section �� in section
�� a description of the simulation environment is given�
the performance results from the simulation are given
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in section �� �nally� concluding remarks and future di	
rections are given in section ��
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Figure �� The ow setup process� 
a� the propagation
of Flow	REQ messages on their way to the destination
node F� 
b� the intermediate nodes setup their ow
states when they receive the Flow	SETUP message�

� The Flow Oriented Routing Protocol
�FORP�

Our proposed scheme is inspired by on	demand schemes
such as LMR� DSR� ABR� AODV and TORA� We only
maintain routes for �active� source�destination pairs�
As a di�erence from previous schemes� however� the
destination predicts the change of topology ahead of
time and determines when the ow needs to be rerouted
or �hando�ed� based on the mobility information con	
tained in the data packets� For now we make the as	
sumption that a given mobile will be able to predict the
link disconnection time of any of its one	hop neighbors

e�g� the time that they move out of transmission range
of each other�� We will describe the process of predict	
ing the Link Expiration Time 
LET� in more details in
section ���� Basically� if we can predict the LETs along
each hop on the route� we will be able to predict the
Route Expiration Time 
RET� of the route� Another
di�erence with respect to previous on demand schemes
is the use of a �connection oriented� route setup� with
�ow state� kept at each intermediate node�

��� Flow setup

When a source needs to send a ow to the destination�
it will �rst check its routing table to see if it has an un	
expired route to the destination� If it does� it will send
data packets using the route immediately� Otherwise
it broadcasts a Flow	REQ message� This Flow	REQ

message is processed similarly to the �route request�
message in DSR ����� or the QRY message in LMR
���� The message contains a sequence number� source
ID� and destination ID� A neighbor� upon receiving this
message� will forward it to all of its neighbors if 
a� the
message contains a higher sequence number than any of
the previously received source and destination ID pairs�
or 
b� the message contains the same sequence number
but the message arrives from a better route 
e�g� the
route has a larger RET with the same or fewer number
of hops�� When a node is forwarding the Flow	REQ
message� it also appends its own ID and the LET for
the last link of the message� When a Flow	REQ mes	
sage arrives at the destination� it contains the list of
nodes along the route it has traveled and the LETs for
each hop along the route� The destination can then
determine the RET for the route by using the mini	
mum of the set of LETs along the route� The rationale
is that as soon as a single link on a path is discon	
nected� the entire path will be disconnected also� We
assume that all nodes have a common time reference

i�e�� using GPS��� If the received route is more stable
than the one currently in use� the destination sends a
Flow	SETUPmessage back to the source along the cho	
sen route� The intermediate nodes set up the ow state
when they receive the Flow	SETUP message� This ow
setup process is shown in �gure ��

In �gure �
a�� the source node A sends a Flow	REQ
message for destination node F� Nodes B� C� D� and E
will forward the Flow	REQ messages and append infor	
mation such as their own node ID and the LET of the
last hop that the message was received� Therefore in
our example� two Flow	REQ messages arrive at node F�
One contains path 
A�B�C�E�F� with LETs � 
���������
and the other contains path 
A�B�D�E�F� with LETs �

��������� Since RET � the minimum of the set of LETs
for the route� node F can then obtain the RET for both
routes� In our example� path 
A�B�D�E�F� is more sta	
ble since it will expire at time t � �� therefore it is
chosen as the route to setup the ow� As shown in �g	
ure �
b�� node F then sends the Flow	SETUP message
and the intermediate nodes will setup the ow states�

��� Flow hando�

During the connection� intermediate nodes append
LETs to each data packet� so the destination continues
to receive RET predictions from data packets� When
the destination has determined that the �critical time��
or the time that the route is about to expire� is reached�
a Flow	HANDOFF message is generated by the desti	
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nation and propagated via ooding in the same way
as the Flow	REQ message� After the source receives a
Flow	HANDOFF message� it determines the best route
on which to hando� the ow based on the information
contained in the Flow	HANDOFF message 
e�g�� RET�
number of hops� etc��� The source then sends a Flow	
SETUP message along the new route� Note that this
Flow	SETUP message is the same as the one used in
the Flow	SETUP phase in section ���� except now it
travels from the source to the destination�

In FORP� we de�ne the �critical time� Tc by

Tc � RET � Td

where Td is the delay experienced by the latest packet
which has arrived along the route� By using the lat	
est arrived packet to calculate Tc� the scheme is able to
adapt to changing network conditions and the source
will be correctly informed in a timely manner for a
hando� so packet loss can be minimized�

��	 Prediction of connectivity

FORP is based on the principle that two neighbors in
motion will be able to predict future disconnection time�
Such a prediction can be accomplished in two methods�

In the �rst method� we assume a free	space prop	
agation model ����� where the received signal strength
of a mobile solely depends on its distance to the trans	
mitter� Therefore if we know the motion parameters
of two neighbors 
e�g� speed� direction� and transmis	
sion range�� we will be able to determine the duration
of time that these two mobile will remain connected�
Assume we have two mobiles � and � within hearing
range and they have equal transmission range TX� Let

x�� y�� and 
x�� y�� be the x	y position for mobiles �
and �� respectively� Also let V� and V� be the speeds
of mobiles � and �� and �� and �� be the headings of
mobiles � and �� respectively� Then Dt� the amount of
time that they will remain connected� is given by�

Dt �
�
ab� cd� �

p

a� � c��TX� � 
ad� cb��


a� � c��

where

a � V�COS�� � V�COS��

b � x� � x�

c � V�SIN�� � V�SIN��

d � y� � y��

If node � is the next hop of the ow for node ��
node � will insert its motion parameters in the packet
header so node � will be able to compute the LET for
link �	�� This method will require each mobile to know
its own position� This can be accomplished through
such sources as Global Position System 
GPS� ���� The
speed and heading of a mobile can either be obtained
from GPS� or the mobiles own instruments and sensors

e�g�� compass� odometer� speed sensors� etc���

The second method to predict time until connection
exploits received power measurements� This method
has been proposed in ���� Basically� received power sam	
ples are measured periodically from packets received
from a mobile�s neighbor� From this information it is
possible to compute the rate of change for a particu	
lar neighbor�s power level� Therefore� the time that
the power level drops below the acceptable value 
e�g��
hysteresis region� can also be computed�

With steady motion parameters� the disconnection
time of a link can be accurately predicted from the
described methods� However� the prediction can be
outdated when a mobile involved in the ow acceler	
ates or changes its direction� Fortunately� the �critical
time� for a connection route can still be accurately de	
termined because each data packet that is sent over a
route contains the most recent expiration time for it�
Moreover� in real world situations� a node�s movement
is not completely random� The node will travel in a
predictable manner for some time between two succes	
sive mobility information changes 
e�g�� a car traveling
on a road or a tank traveling across a battle�eld��

� Simulation environment

We studied the proposed scheme via simulation� The
simulation model was built around the cluster based
ad hoc wireless network infrastructure described in ����
The cluster infrastructure uses polling as the channel
access scheme within each cluster� with code separa	
tion across clusters� The clusterhead polls each of the
local nodes to allocate the channel� It was based on
the Maisie�PARSEC simulation platform developed at
UCLA ���� For our simulation model we generate ���
mobile host in a ���x���m square area� Each mobile
node moves in a random direction� The sides of the
square are wrapped around so the simulation area rep	
resents a sphere� One Maisie simulation clock tick rep	
resents ��� � s� The radio transmission range is ���
meters and the data rate of the wireless link is �Mbps�
The data tra�c is generated by constant bit rate with
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an interarrival time of ��ms� For each node there are
two transmission queues� one for control packets and
one for data packets� The control queue is used for
control packets such as route requests or routing ta	
ble updates and it always has higher priority than the
data queue� A packet is dropped after ���ms if it still
hasn�t reached the destination� since it will no longer be
useful for real time applications�The packet length for
data packets is ��kbits� and ��� bits for O�H routing
messages 
REQ� RPY� used in LMR and FORP� The
routing update messages used in DSDV are ���� bits
long� The queue length for data packets are ��� for
all nodes� The Failure	Query timer for LMR and the
timer to resend REQ messages if no RPY is received for
FORP are set to be ��ms� In our experiments� LMR
selects the minimum hop link when there are two or
more down links to the destination�

We ran simulations for FORP� DSDV� and LMR un	
der various mobility conditions from �� km�hr to ���
km�hr for a duration of ���s� Multiple runs with dif	
ferent seed numbers were conducted for each scenario
and collected data were averaged over these runs�

� Simulation results

Figure � shows the throughput results� FORP has
the highest throughput overall compared to LMR and
DSDV� We see that FORP maintains consistent high
throughput even at very high mobility 
���km�hr�
while the throughput for LMR and DSDV decreases
with increased mobility� We can see that FORP has
slightly lower throughput at ��km�hr then at higher
speeds� The initial route can be sub	optimal and stay
that way for a long period of time when the mobil	
ity rate is very low� As a consequence� queues grow
large and packets are dropped� lowering the through	
put� As mobility increases� the connectivity improves
and better paths are formed� We can see from �gure �
that LMR and DSDV also exhibit the same pattern in
very slow mobility conditions� This situation in FORP
should be improved if periodic route maintenance is
used� We plan to explore the use of route maintenance
in order to force the route to converge to optimum un	
der low mobility in future work�

Figure � shows the results for the average delay� At
high mobility 
���km�hr� LMR has the highest delay�
followed by FORP and DSDV� DSDV has the lowest de	
lay at high mobility due to the fact that a large amount
of packets are lost 
as we can see in �gure ��� since the
packets that require to travel multiple hops to destina	

tion are often dropped� In fact� the delay for DSDV
levels o� after ��km�hr and actually decreases� This
result is consistent with �gure � showing that DSDV
throughput is very low above ��km�hr� FORP�s delay
is quite acceptable for moderate to high mobility rates�
considering the amount of throughput it is able to main	
tain� However� at very slow mobility rates FORP�s de	
lay is higher than LMR and DSDV due to lack of route
maintenance as mentioned previously�
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Figure �� Control O�H vs� Mobility

Figure � shows the aggregate control overhead traf	
�c� DSDV is generating a signi�cantly larger amount of
O�H when compared to LMR and FORP� This is due
to the periodic and triggered routing updates� When
the topology is changing very fast� the routing update
frequency will also be very high due to triggered up	
dates� The O�H for LMR at high mobility is around
� times of FORP and increasing at a faster rate than
FORP�
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� Conclusion

Mobility in ad hoc networks can cause serious perfor	
mance degradations in real	time sessions� In this paper
we propose a novel scheme that uses mobility prediction
to anticipate topological changes and to minimize the
disruption of the connection caused by mobility� Vari	
ous simulation experiments were conducted comparing
our proposed scheme with other protocols� Under high
mobility conditions our scheme maintains fairly low de	
lay while minimizing throughput degradation� More
importantly� FORP also minimized the control O�H�
Thus� this scheme is suitable for real	time IPv� ows
in ad hoc� highly mobile wireless networks 
e�g�� eet
of cars� tanks� �etc�� Work is in progress in several di	
rections� First we plan to test our scheme with propa	
gation models which include fading� Fading may cause
problems� since it is generally unpredictable� We are
also planning to evaluate FORP with TCP tra�c�
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